
Textbook Task Content Scope Useful Resources for

Tasks

Instructions

Language

Arts

Hiragana Worksheet Hiragana, "te, so, hi, n, e" Please aim to do one sheet per day. Look carefully at the examples, and practice writing slowly and neatly, paying

special attention to the stroke order.

Math Calculations Drill p. 2-11 Textbook p. 3-35 Please aim to do 2 sheets per day. You can write directly in the drill book. The answers are located in the back of

the drill book.

Math Calculations Check

Worksheet

1-3 Calculations Drills p. 2-10 Calculations drills p. 2-5 = worksheet 1, p. 6-7=2, p. 8-10=3 accordingly. After you have finished the calculations

drills, please do them one more time to check your work.  The answers have been passed out.

Lifestyle

Studies

Observation Card (1 sheet) Look at your seed. Draw a picture, and write what you realized or felt about the seed. You can look at the example

on your observation card, and use your textbook p. 32-41 for help.

Textbook Task Content Scope Useful Resources for

Tasks

Instructions

Language

Arts

Reading Follow the instructions on

your reading card.

Language

Arts

Kanji Drill, Kanji Drill

Notebook

Kanji Drill: 23, 24, 25, 26

Notebook: 23, 24, 25, 26, 27

Kanji drill: Write directly in your book. Kanji Drill Notebook: Please write each character carefully.

Language

Arts

Diary 1 page Write something about your day. It can be something interesting, something you realized, something that was fun,

something you were patient about, or something you challenged yourself to do. Write detailed sentences.  (Be

sure to include things you saw, did, and thought.) Write at least one page per week. If you find that you have

something to write every day, you can write everyday.

Lifestyle

Studies

Observe and plant mini

tomato seeds.

Observation Card (1 sheet) Morning glory seeds and

how to plant seeds

Observe the mini tomato seeds, and write about them on your observation card (shape, color, size, texture, smell,

difference from morning glory seeds, anything you realized.) Watch the video, and plant the seeds after observing

them.

Textbook Task Content Scope Useful Resources for

Tasks

Instructions

Language

Arts

Kanji Skill 5, 6 Write carefully paying attention to stroke order. (Except for the pretest page)

Language

Arts

Kanji Skill Notebook 5, 6 Write carefully paying attention to stroke order.

Language

Arts

Reading Reading worksheet 11, 12,

Textbook, "Living in Spring"

p. 36-37

Read any one every day. *The Reading worksheets 11-26 will be passed out together with the textbook guide

handout between the 11th and 13th.

Language

Arts

Collecting Words Textbook, "Living in Spring"

p. 36-37

Look at the example and write words related to, "things I feel about Spring." If you can't come up with anything,

you may copy words from the textbook.

Science Look at the internet

textbook "Many

Mysterious Things."

"The Transformation of a

caterpillar"(1)

Look through, "NHK for School Many Mysterious Things, 3rd Grade."

Social StudiesWrite the things around

school on your

worksheet.

Textbook "Our Minato City"

until p. 11 and Map of Minato

City.

While watching the video that was given to you, remember the things around the school, and write them on your

worksheet. Make sure to write it in the direction that it faces: north, south, east, or west. If your can't remember,

you can ask a family member, look at your Map of Minato, or look at your textbook.

Math Grade all of your

textbook tasks until now.

P. 8-17 The answers are in PDF form. Please don't grade everything all at once. First do the problems together with the

answers (If possible, do the calculation drills first.) Then please grade your answers.

Math Calculations Drill 2-6 Please grade while looking at the answer sheet.

Textbook Task Content Scope Useful Resources for

Tasks

Instructions

Math 7 worksheets 3rd Grade Review 3rd Grade "Multiplication"

"Division"

In 4th grade we will lear division. We will use both multiplication and division tables. Multiplication tables are

necessary for solving math problems. The multiplication tables won't be assigned as a task, but for those who

aren't good at math, please practice them.

Language

Arts

Reading Attachment to the HP card There is a new reading card attached to HP. The reading card has been printed out, and placed with the materials

to be passed out. Please come pick it up between the 11th and 13th, and please use it for this assignment.

Language

Arts

Kanji Drill 67-70, 73-76 Write directly in your book. You can practice numbers 65, 66, 71, 72 in your main notebook if you like.

Language

Arts

Kanji Master Notebook. Kanji 67, 68, 69 Write one character each in your notebook. (Do 3-4 characters per day) Practice writing the character you can

write best neatly.

Language

Arts

Metropolitan and

Prefectures Flags 2

3 worksheets 3rd Grade "Romaji" p.

118-122

The answers are attached. Please grade them.

Science Read, "Let's Experiment

in the Science Room

Safely."

Textbook p. 136-139 We will recheck this when school restarts.

Textbook Task Content Scope Useful Resources for

Tasks

Instructions

Math Grade all of your tasks

until now. (Textbook

tasks and drills)

Textbook until p. 31 and until

Drill 10

The answers to the textbook problems are in PDF form. The answers to the calculations drills are in the back of

the calculations drill book.

Language

Arts

Study worksheets (5

sheets)

Textbook p, 58-59, 78-79,

103-104.

"Japanese characters, Chinese Characters, Borrowed Words." "Keigo" "similar reading kanji" check worksheet.

Read "Keigo" "similar reading kanji"  carefully in the textbook (there is also a PDF). Then do the problems. The

answers are also included.

Science Check Worksheet (1

sheet)

Textbook . 10-25 "Changes in

the Weather"

The answers are included. Look through the textbook again for anything you don't understand.

Science Observation Card (1

sheet)

Reference the video (HP is

scheduled to be passed out

on the 11th.)

Observe and record the green beans while watching the video.

Social

Studies

Study worksheet (5

sheets)

Textbook p. 32-41 "Living in

highlands."

Do while looking at the textbook. The answers are also included. The Social Studies rental materials will be

passed out between the 11th and  13th. When you have them on hand by all means look at pages 28 and 29.

Textbook Task Content Scope Useful Resources for

Tasks

Instructions

English Practice writing words in

English

New Horizon Elementary 6, p.

14, 15, and 4 worksheets.

My birthday is 〜 Learn how to write and say your birthday in English. We will practice this when school restarts.

Social

Studies

Task worksheet ,2 sheets Metropolitan and

Prefectures, Wards,

Cities, Towns, and

Villages of Tokyo.

Use your map leaflets if you don't know.

Math Calculations Hanamaru

Skill

2-5 Try to do while using your textbook. If it's still difficult, you can watch the video that teachers have prepared for

you.

Self-study You decide "The same as last week. Look at your "About your 7th Grade School Closure Tasks" You don't have to do this

every day, BUT be careful of how much time you spend on this. Avoid waiting until the last minute to do this."

1. For math assignment, there is an English version (copy) available.

2. For Japanese (こくご) assignment, there is a hiragana version (copy) available.

3. Japanese lessons are available from the JSL teachers (for enrolled students only).

* All 1, 2, 3 are available upon request by mail, fax, or coming directly to the school. Please contact us if necessary.
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3rd

Grade

We will go over all of the material you studied during the school closing when school restarts. Please don't worry about anything that is difficult, or you don't  understand well. Be sure to mark any problems or

tasks that you find difficult.

5th

Grade

6th

Grade

1st

Grade

2nd

Grade

4th

Grade


